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SIGNING YOUR FIRST $5K CLIENTS
The entire premise of this particular program is that
you get to package and sell your first $5K Program
without spending any money to get the sale.
This is what I have done with EVERY client that has
worked with me privately on this program and every
single client who has done as I've asked them has
sold a minimum of 1 package within the 4 weeks of
working together.
The average is 2 sales.
The most successful launch so far has been 4 sales
within the first 3 weeks of their time with me.
EVERY single client goes through disbelief, doubt,
fear and the idea that everyone has it better than
them ie: a list, bigger social following etc etc
EVERY-SINGLE-CLIENT.
Including my client who sold 4 x $5K Packages, so if
you're feeling this yourself it's totally normal.
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SIGNING YOUR FIRST $5K CLIENTS cont
Last week I asked you to make a big list of potential
clients for your package and many of you will have
had a mini-freak out about this by now I know :-)
But I guarantee that your first client is amongst that
list...it always is...often THE most unlikely
candidate....your success or failure here hinges on
your courage....I know you CAN make your first sale
from that list...but WILL you?
This is the difference between those who succeed
and those who fail...how uncomfortable are you
prepared to get to make this first sale?
How willing are you to risk repeated rejection?
You MUST be prepared get uncomfortable and do
things you haven't done before to get the result
you're after....creating your dream program is the first
step, gaining your first sale is where EVERYTHING
changes...once you do that you are well on your way.
Let's get started....
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PART ONE - The Numbers
It may take you a single discovery call to secure your
first sale...or it may take 10....right now this is
unknown because there are so many variables.
Variables like how many people on your list are of
good quality.
How confident you are in your product.
How well you run your Discovery Calls.
(It may take you a few to find your feet).
The magic number I like to work with in this early
phase is 10.
Let's say it takes you 10 Discovery Calls to make your
first sale....if you give up at call 6 you'll never know it
was going to take you 10 calls to succeed.
Once you make that first sale the rest become easy
but be prepared to run 10 Discovery Calls to make
that first sale.
Your first job is to lock in 10 Discovery Calls.
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PART TWO: Reaching Out
When I made the decision to move back into
private coaching (so I could get my business off the
ground again - from ZERO) I knew the best way to
do this was to package up my offer and start
reaching out.
I thought reaching out was BELOW me.
I thought reaching out was CHEESY.
I though reaching out made me look DESPERATE.
But I did it anyway.
Within 2 weeks I had made $40K in my coaching
business....even after telling myself I had NO-ONE in
my current community who would be able to afford
my offer or who would sign up with me.

This is how I did it........
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PART TWO: Reaching Out (cont)
Hi ________,
I know it's been a long while since we chatted but I
wanted to reach out to see how you're getting
on...what's happening with your business?
I see you've been quiet / have been more active etc
1 or 2 times out of 10 I'd get a response and we
could start engaging in a conversation and I would
send something like the following:
I'm now working differently to how I was working
before and I think this might be a great fit for
you.....are you open to having a chat?
Most times this resulted in a call .
Note: Do NOT send your people a calendar link at
this stage, keep it light and casual and manually
add them to your calendar.
Do NOT get into the mindset that this MUST result
in a sale - remain detached, remind yourself if it's
not this one, it'll be the next one.
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PART TWO: Troubleshooting
PAYMENT PLANS
FALL BACK OFFER
QUICK WIN STRATEGY
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NO LIST YET? Here's where to go.....
Your messenger inbox.
Your facebook page fans.
Your old, outdated email list.
Your past emails.
Your facebook friends list.
Your insta inbox.
Your facebook group.
Anyone you've met in person who's a good fit.
Your networking group (meet-up).
Ask your current clients for recommendations.
Facebook Groups you belong to.
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YOUR FOCUS THIS WEEK....

Schedule 10
Discovery Calls
in the next 10
days.
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